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An analysis is presented of the propagation of acoustic waves in a hard-walled duct with sinusoida!ly 
perturbed walls and carrying mean flow. The results show that resonance occurs whenever the 
wavenumber of the wall undulations is approximately equal to the difference between the 
wavenumbers of any two propagating modes. It is shown that neither of the resonating modes could 
exist in the duct without strongly exciting the other resonating mode. 
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INTRODUCTION 

We consider sound propagation in a two-dimensional 
hard-walled duct having a nonuniform cross section and 
carrying a uniform average mean flow. We assume the 
walls to have weak sinusoidal undulations. We assume 
the motion to be inviscid and irrotational so that it can 

be described by a potential function. We make lengths, 
velocities, and time dimensionless by using the average 
width of the duct d, the undisturbed speed of sound c, 
and the characteristic time d/c as reference quantities. 
In dimensionless quantities, the walls of the duct are 
located by 

y =e sin(k•x), lower wall, (1) 

y = 1 + ea sin(k•x + 0), upper wall, (2) 

where e is a small dimensionless parameter character- 
izing the weakness of the undulations, k• is the wave- 
number of the undulations. The phase difference between 
the undulations of the two walls is 0 and ot is the ampli- 
tude ratio of the upper and lower wall undulations. 

The dimensionless potential function ½(x,y,t) describ- 
ing the total motion is governed by x 

+ « (v½. v)(v½) •-, (a) 

where T is the specific heat ratio of the gas and M is the 
Mach number of the average mean flow. For an inviscid 
fluid and hard walls, the flow is tangential to the wall; 
that is, 

ß 

Oy •xxCOS(k•ox), at y = e sin(k•ox), (4) 

• -eotk• •xx cos(k•x + O), at y = 1 +easin(k•x + O). (5) 

For the case of no-mean flow and linear sinusoidal 

motion, straightforward expansions of the form ½ = •b 0 
+e•b• were obtained by Isakovitch •' when a=0, by Sam- 
uels a when a = 1 and 0 = 0, and by Salant • when a = 1. Un- 
fortunately, all the above expansions are not uniformly 
valid because the correction term e½• dominates the 
zeroth-order term ½0 for frequencies near what Isako- 

vitch, Samuels, and Salant call the resonant frequencies. 
Nayfeh s determined a uniform expansion for the ease 
treated by Salant by using the method of multiple scales. 0 
In this paper, the latter analysis is extended to include 
the effects of a mean flow whose average is uniform, 
having a Maeh number M. 

I. MEAN FLOW SOLUTION AND ACOUSTIC 

EQUATIONS 

We assume that ½ is the sum of a steady mean part and 
an unsteady acoustic part so that it can be expanded as 

4,(x,y, t) = 4,0(x,y) + o4,•(x,y, t) +..., (6) 

where 6 is a small dimensionless parameter character- 
izing the intensity of the sound. Substituting Eq. 6 into 
Eqs. 3-5 and equating the coefficients of 6 ø and 6 on both 
sides, we have: 

Mean flow: Order (5 0 

v•'•0 = - «(• - •,)[(v•0) •' - 34•']v%0 + «(v•0. v)(v•0Y, 

0050 os(k• x ar•ø=ek• c ), at = sin(k•x), (8) ay • y e 

•4>0= eale• a½ø cos(k•x + o), 
•y ax 

at y = 1 + eot sin(k• x + O); 

(9) 

Acoustic field: Order 5 

v%• a• 2 • •_•t• - Ot •: •-(V½0. V½•)- (1 - y)V•'½0 - •(1 - y) 

x [(v½0) • - m•]v%• - (• - •)(v½0. vet)v%0 

+ •(v½•. v)(v½0) • + (v½0' v)(v½0. v½•), 
(•0) 

a½•=e••eos(k•x) at y=esin(k•x) (11) • ax ' 

ø½•=eak• eos(k•+0) aty=l+easin(k•x+O). (12) 
•nce the average mean flow is assumed to be u•form 
having a Maeh number M, the mean flow can be expanded 
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•0 =Mx+•:•0•(x,y)+'" ß (13) 

Substituting Eq. 13 into Eqs. 7-9, expanding for small 
•, and equating the coefficients of • on both sides, we 
obtain 

•';• • ½'•o• o, (•4) ay +(1-M •') ax •. = 

achø•-Mk,ocos(k,ox) , at y=0, (15) 
ay 

0(h0x= aMk,oeos(k,o x + O) at y = 1. (16) 0y ' 

The solution of Eqs. 14-16 is 

M k,• 
½0x- •c,o sinh(K2) { [sinh(•qo) sinh(•Y) - cøsh(•qo) cøsh(•,oY)] 

x eos(k• x) + a eosh(•y) eos(k• x + 0)}, (t 7) 

where 

•- •(1 •4•). (•s) Kw -- __ 

II. A UNIFORM EXPANSION NEAR RESONANT 

FREQUENCIES 

Following the procedure of Ref. 5, one can show that 
straightforward expansions of the form 

•(x,y, t)= •o(X,y , t) + •½•(x,y , t) +... (•9) 

for the solutions of Eqs. 10-12 break down for all fre- 
quencies such that 

k• • k. ñ k,., (20) 
, 

where k. and km are the wavenumbers of any two propa- 
gating modes in the unperturbed duet (they are defined 
in Eq. 31). The resonant ease k• m k. + k m occurs only 
for standing waves, while the other case occurs for both 
standing and traveling waves. In this paper, we consider 
traveling waves only. 

To determine a uniform first-order expansion for the 
ease k•-k.-k,•, we use the method of multiple scales 
and let 

ch•(x,y,t)=Ch•o(Xo,x•,y,t)+•ch•(Xo,X•,y,t)+... , (21) 

where x0 =x is a length scale of the order of the wave- 
length and x• = •x is a long scale characterizing the am- 
plitude and phase modulations. Moreover, we express 
the nearness of k• to k.- k• by introducing the detuning 
parameter cr according to 

k• = k.- k• + •cr. (22) 

Substituting Eqs. 13 and 21 into Eqs. 10-12 and equat- 
ing coefficients of like powers of • on both sides, we 
obtain: 

Order e ø: 

a•'(hxø (1 M •') œ(½•0) =- ay• + - a•'qSm - a•'½m - 2M a•'½•ø =0 (23) 
ax• aF- axoat ' 

aCx0=0, aty=0, 
ay 

(24) 

aCXø-O, aty=l; 
ay 

(25) 

Order e: 

•(•.)- 2 •/[v0•0•. v0•0]- (• - •)v•0• a_•+ •_•] ax0 at 1 

- (• - t)• • • (*0½0• ' 
O•' ½ •0 + 2M -• 2(1 - M •') OxoOx• Ox• Ot ' 

0½• _ _ 0•'½•0 sin(k•o Xo) + k• ay Oy •' a--•0 cos(k•x0), at y = 0, 
acbxx _ _ o• a__• sin(k,o Xo + O) + od•,o aCxø eos(k,o Xo + 0), Oy oy z aXo 

aty=l, 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

where 

V 0 = ex--7-ex + e-•e•. 
Following the procedure of Ref. 5, the solution of 

Eqs. 23-25 is taken to consist of the two interacting 
modes; that is, 

$•o = A•(xx) cos(m,ry ) exp[i(kmxo - wt) ] + A.(xx) cos(n,ry ) 

x exp[i(k•0 - wt)], 

where w is the frequency of the sound and 

(29) 

(30) 

(•o - Mk•) z - ky=jZ,r z . (31) 

The functions A m and A. are arbitrary at this level of ap- 
proximation; they are determined below from the solv- 
ability conditions of the first-order problem consisting 
of Eqs. 26-28. 

Substituting for •b0• and 95•0 from Eqs. 17 and 30 into 
Eqs. 26-2 8 yields 

œ(½•) = • - 2i[(1 -M•')ki +Moo] dA• cos(j•y) • =m, n dXl 

xexp[i(k•xo - •Ot)] + i • A•{Fx•(y) exp[i(k • + k•) 

X xo-icot] +F•.•(•)exp[i(h• -h•o)Xo-iCot]}, (32) 

•y 
- « i • A•(kjk•o -j•'•r •') exp[i(kj + k•)x0] 

+ « i •.. A•(k•k• +j•',r 2) exp[i(k• - k,o)x0] , at y = 0, 
/=m,.(33) 

Oc)• =« ia •. Aj(k•k,o -j•'•r •) cos(j•r)exp[i(k• + k.,)x0 + iO] 
aY j=m, n 

+ « i Z A•(k•k,o +j•rr•')cos(jrr)exp[i(k• -k,o)Xo -iO], 
j =11't• 

at y = 1, (34) 

where the F's are defined in Appendix A. 

The straightforward first-order expansion can be ob- 
tained by solving Eqs. 32-34 with dAj//dx• = 0. However, 
the resulting particular solution contains small divisor 
terms • whenever k• =k, - k•. These small divisor terms 
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make the supposedly small correction term ½•b• much 
larger than the preceding term •b•0 in Eq. 21 and thereby 
invalidate the straightforward expansion. To obtain a 
uniform expansion, we chose the Aj to remove any small 
divisor terms. To accomplish this, we use Eq. 22 to 
express (kw + km)xo and (k.- kw)x o as 

(k• + k•)xo = k.xo + axe, (35a) 

(k,- k•)xo = k,,xo - ext. (35b) 

Since the homogeneous part of the first-order problem 
(Eqs. 32-34) is the same as the zeroth-order problem 
(Eqs. 23-25), the first-order problem has a solution if, 
and only if, solvability conditions are satisfied. To de- 
termine these solvability conditions, we seek a particu- 
lar solution of the form 

chn =i•-•. ½j(y;xt)exp[i(k•x o - cot)]. (36) 

Substituting Eq. 36 into Eqs. 32-34, using Eqs. 35, 'and 
equating the coefficients of exp[i(k•x 0 -cot)] on both 
sides, we obtain 

0•'½•/Oy •' + m•x •½• = - 2[(1 - M•)k• + Mw]A• cos(mxy) 

+ A,•,y ) exp(- iax•), (3 7) 

• A.(k• +n • •) a½•=• • e•(-iax•), aty=0, (38) 

z aA,(k• + n:x •) eos(nx) exp[- i(ex: + 0)] 

at y = 1, (39) 

Oa½,Oy • + nax a½, = - 2[(1 - M•)k, + Mw]A[ cos (nxy) 

+ •F:•(y ) e•(iaxt), (40) 

O½•/Oy=•A•(k•k•-m•x•)exp(iax:), aty =0, (41) 

0•,/Oy = • aA,(k•k• - m:x •) cos(tax)e•[i(axt + 0)] 

at y = 1, (42) 

where primes denote differentiation with respect to x:. 
Thus, determining the sol•ability conditions for Eqs. 
32-34 is transformed into that of determining the solv- 
abi•ty conditions for Eqs. 37-42. 

To determine the solvabi•ty eon•tions for Eqs. 37- 
30, we multiply Eq. 33 by eos(mxy), integrate the re- 
suit by parts, and obtain 

eos(m xy) = - [(1 - M•)k, + m• ] A• + A,exp(- i,x•) 

x F•,y ) eos(m xy MY. (43) 

Using the boundary conditions 3 8 and 30, we rewrite Eq. 
43 as 

A;= A•A, e•(- i•), (44) 

where 

+ F•,y)eos(mxy . (45) 

•milarly, the solvabili• condition for Eqs. 40-42 is 

A• = &A• e•(i,x•), (46) 

1038 

where 

A•.= [(1 -M•')k. Mco] -t {«(k,.k,•- rn•';r •')[1- a(- 1)•'" 'ø] 
+ Jo r•,,(y)cos(n•ry)dy . 

Equations 44 and 46 admit solutions of the form 

A,.= a,. exp(isx•), A.= a. exp[i(s +,)x•], (48) 

with a• and a n being constants provided that 

s•'+as+ A•A•. = 0. (40) 

The solution of Eq. 49 is 

s = «[- cr + (02 - 4A• A•.) • / •']. (50) 

Substituting for F•,, andXF•., from Appendix A into Eqs. 
45 and 47, carrying out the integrations, and letting 
k• = k,- k•, we can express 4A•A•. as 

4A,A•. = [1 + ot •'- 2a(- 1)•+"cos O][(1- M•')k,, + Mco] -• 

x - + 

where the F's are real and defined in Appendix A. Since 
A•A•. is real, Eq. 50 shows that s is real and the waves 
travel without being attenuated or being unstable when 
a •'- 4A•A•. is positive; otherwise s is complex. In the 
latter ease, decaying as well as growing wave solutions 
are possible, depending on the initial conditions. In 
both eases, the rnth mode cannot exist in the duet with- 
out strongly exciting the nth mode. As M-0, 

4AtA•.- [1 + ot •' - 2a(- 1)•*"cosO](k•k,-X(k•k• + n•'• •') 

x (k,,k,,, - m•'rr•'). (52) 

Hence, the sign of A• A•. depends on the sign of the last 
factor in Eq. 52. Using Eqs. 22 and 31 with M=0, one 
can show that 

k,.k. - rn•';r•'= - (k.k• + n•';r •') + ½q(k,• + kin). (53) 

Since the second term on the right-hand side of Eq. 53 
is small compared with the first term, k•k•- rn •' •' < O. 
Hence, A•A•. <0. Consequently, the two modes are 
strongly coupled and travel unattenuated along the duct 
in agreement with the result of Ref. 5. 

Carrying out the expansion to higher order, one ex- 
pects to encounter resonances whenever k• - k•= rk•, 
where r is an integer. Hence, the ruth mode cannot ex- 
ist in the duct without strongly exciting the nth mode and 
vice versa. 
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APPENDI-X A 

Ft•(y )= (Mk• + Mk• - co){ [- kw/• + «(1 - 1/)Mk,o(Mkj - co)] 
x COS(j;Ty ) [ctsinh(tr•y ) - c•. cosh(trwy)] --j•rK,o 

xsin(j•ry)[c t cosh(tr•y)- c•. sinh(tcwy)]}, (A1) 

Fz• = (Mk• -Mk,o - w){ [k,ok• - «(1 - y)Mk,o(Mk• - w)] 

x cos (j•ry) [c: sinh(K•y ) - b' 2 eosh(K•y)] - j•rg• sin(j•ry ) 
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x [c • cosh(K•y ) -- •. sinh( K•y )]}, 
where 

(c•, c•.) = Mkw [sinh(•w) cosh(•w) - ot exp(i 0)]. K w sinh(Kw) ' 

r• = k• +nZ;r z +Mkw(w -Mk,.){[k,,kw+ «(1 - T)Mkw 
x (• - Mk.)]•;• + 

r,.: k.• - ,•"•" - •k•(•o - •k.) {[krakw + «(1 - T)Mkw 

where 

•1 = T/I + 

(A2) 

(A3) 

(A4) 

(A5) 

(A6) 

(A7) 

(A8) 

(A9) 

(A10) 
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